LIST OF Awardees of Gallantry Medals on the Occasion of Independence Day-2016

President’s Police Medal for Gallantry

TELANGANA

S/SHRI

01. LATE DUDEKULA SIDDAIAH (POSTHUMOUSLY) SUB INSPECTOR

02. LATE CHOUGONI NAGARAJU (POSTHUMOUSLY) CONSTABLE

CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE FORCE

03. GULAM NABI BHAT INSPECTOR

INDO TIBETAN BORDER POLICE

04. SUBHASH CHANDRA INSPECTOR

05. VIRENDER SINGH HEAD CONSTABLE

06. SUNIL BISHT CONSTABLE

MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

07. CHANDRA SEN SINGH ACIO-II
POLICE MEDAL FOR GALLANTRY

ASSAM

S/SHRI

01. DR. PRADIP SAIKIA
    SUB DIVISIONAL POLICE OFFICER

02. DINESH BARMAN
    NAIK

03. PAWAN DOHUTIA
    CONSTABLE

BIHAR

04. DHARMENDRA KUMAR
    SUB INSPECTOR

05. GULSHAN KUMAR
    CONSTABLE

06. DINANATH DIWAKAR
    CONSTABLE

07. KUMAR GAURAV
    CONSTABLE

08. AMIT LODHA
    SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

09. PANKAJ KUMAR
    SUB DIVISIONAL POLICE OFFICER

10. BINOD KUMAR
    SUB INSPECTOR

11. RAM DULAR PRASAD
    SUB INSPECTOR
CHHATTISGARH

12. PRASHANT AGRAWAL
   SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

13. LAXMAN KEVAT
   SUB INSPECTOR

14. DAULAT RAM PORTE
   S.D.O.(POLICE)

15. GAIND SINGH THAKUR
   INSPECTOR

16. AJEET KUMAR OGREY
    (3RD BAR TO PMG)
    INSPECTOR

17. MUKEISH YADAV
    SUB INSPECTOR

18. SUBODH KUMAR
    HEAD CONSTABLE

19. ABDUL SAMEER
    (1ST BAR TO PMG)
    SUB INSPECTOR

20. AMBIKA PRASAD DHUW
    ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

DELHI

21. KRISHAN KUMAR
    SUB INSPECTOR

22. AJAY BIR SINGH
    ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR
23. RAJ KUMAR
   HEAD CONSTABLE

24. UMESH KUMAR
   HEAD CONSTABLE

**HARYANA**

25. SATENDER KUMAR GUPTA
    SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

**JAMMU & KASHMIR**

26. RAYEES MOHAMMAD BHAT
    SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

27. SAJJAD AHMAD SHAH
    (1ST BAR TO PMG)
    DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

28. NAZIR AHMAD TEELI
    (1ST BAR TO PMG)
    INSPECTOR

29. ARIF AHMAD SHEIKH
    SUB INSPECTOR

30. NISSAR AHMAD DAR
    HEAD CONSTABLE

31. ASHIQ HUSSAIN TAK
    (1ST BAR TO PMG)
    DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

32. DILRAJ SINGH
    SUB INSPECTOR

33. NAZEER AHMAD DAR
    CONSTABLE
34. GAZNAFAR SYED
INSPECTOR

35. MOHAMMAD AKBAR
CONSTABLE

36. TEJINDER SINGH
SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

37. SYED MANSOOR
CONSTABLE

38. RAKESH PANDITA
ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

JHARKHAND

39. PRABHAT RANJAN BARWAR
DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

40. JAIPRAKASH SINGH
(1ST BAR TO PMG)
INSPECTOR

41. PANKAJ KUMAR
SUB INSPECTOR

42. SATENDRA PRASAD
SUB INSPECTOR

43. LATE MANOJ BAKHALA
(POSTHUMOUSLY)
CONSTABLE

44. BIKRAM RAI
CONSTABLE

45. BREJESH LEPCHA
CONSTABLE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>AMARNATH</td>
<td>(3rd BAR TO PMG) INSPECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>BASTAR LAXMAN MADAVI</td>
<td>HEAD CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48</td>
<td>DILIP RUSHI PORETI</td>
<td>NAIK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>DEVNATH KHUSHAL KATENGE</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>DINKARSHAHA BALSINGH KORETI</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>SANJAY LENGAJI USENDI</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>ATUL SHRAWAN TAWADE</td>
<td>(1st BAR TO PMG) SUB INSPECTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>INDARSHAH WASUDEV SADMEK</td>
<td>(1st BAR TO PMG) NAIK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>PRAVIN HANSRAJ BHASARKAR</td>
<td>CONSTABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>BABURAO MAHARU PADA</td>
<td>NAIK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>VINOD MESSO HICHAMI</td>
<td>(1st BAR TO PMG) NAIK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MEGHALAYA

57. VIVEKANAND SINGH
   SUB DIVISIONAL POLICE OFFICER

58. SILNANG MARAK
   CONSTABLE

59. PYNSHAIBORLANG SOHSHANG
   CONSTABLE

60. RICHARD RANEE
   CONSTABLE

61. ANAND MISHRA
   ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

ODISHA

62. BRIJESH KUMAR RAI (1st BAR TO PMG)
   SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

63. CHANDRA SEKHar DASH,
   SERGEANT

64. SAMANTA DURGA
   CONSTABLE

65. LUKESH KUMAR BHOI
   CONSTABLE

66. LALIT KUMAR NAYAK
   CONSTABLE

67. MITRABHANU MAHAPATRA (2nd BAR TO PMG)
   SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

68. SANTOSH JUANG (3rd BAR TO PMG)
   HAVILDAR
69. SIVA SANKAR NAYAK  
   LANCE NAIK  
   (2\textsuperscript{nd} BAR TO PMG)

70. PABITRA MOHAN NAYAK  
   LANCE NAIK  
   (1\textsuperscript{st} BAR TO PMG)

71. BALABHADRA MAJHI  
   CONSTABLE

72. SAHADEV DORA  
   CONSTABLE

73. RABINDRA SABAR  
   SUB INSPECTOR

74. SANTOSH JUANG  
   HAVILDAR  
   (4\textsuperscript{th} BAR TO PMG)

75. SIVA SANKAR NAYAK  
   LANCE NAIK  
   (3\textsuperscript{rd} BAR TO PMG)

76. PABITRA MOHAN NAYAK  
   LANCE NAIK  
   (2\textsuperscript{nd} BAR TO PMG)

77. TRINATH TOTAPADIA  
   LANCE NAIK  
   (2\textsuperscript{nd} BAR TO PMG)

78. MUTAKODURU CHANDRA SHEKAR  
   ADDL SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

79. KAITHA RAVINDER REDDY  
   INSPECTOR

80. SYED ABDUL KAREEM  
   HEAD CONSTABLE

**TELANGANA**
81. MOHD MUJEEB
   HEAD CONSTABLE

82. MD. TAJ PASHA
   CONSTABLE

83. S. RAJAVARDHAN REDDY
   CONSTABLE

84. MD. MUSHARAF BABA
   CONSTABLE

85. DR. TAIPARTHI PRABHAKAR RAO
   SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

86. N ANIL KUMAR
   CONSTABLE

87. VEMDADI RAMESH
   CONSTABLE

88. KONATHAM MADHUSUDHAN
   CONSTABLE

89. THODETI SHIVA KOTESHWAR RAO
   CONSTABLE

90. MUTHINENI SRINU
   CONSTABLE

91. ANNAREDDY CHINNA BALA GANGI REDDY
   INSPECTOR

92. L JANAKI RAM
   CONSTABLE

93. RAJESH KUMAR
   SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
94. MADA DAYANANDA REDDY  
DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

95. CH.R.V. PHANEENDAR  
INSPECTOR

96. VEMULA BHASKAR  
INSPECTOR

97. GANGANI SATYANARAYANA  
RESERVE SUB INSPECTOR

98. SONI LAL AMRIT  
ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

99. SYED SARWAR PASHA  
HEAD CONSTABLE

100. GOLANAKONDA NARENDER  
CONSTABLE

101. MD QUADEER  
CONSTABLE

**UTTAR PRADESH**

102. RAJESH KUMAR PANDEY  
(3rd BAR TO PMG)  
DYSUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

103. UMESH KUMAR SINGH  
DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

104. BINOD KUMAR SINGH  
SENIOR SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

105. PRABAL PRATAP SINGH  
ADDL. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE
106. ARUN KUMAR SINGH  
DY. SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

107. KIRAN PAL SINGH  
SUB INSPECTOR

108. DR. G.K. GOSWAMY (2nd BAR TO PMG)  
SENIOR SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE

109. PRAVEEN KUMAR SINGH  
SUB INSPECTOR

110. PEETAM PAL SINGH  
SUB INSPECTOR

111. LATE SHRI RAM GAWARIA (POSTHUMOSULY)  
CONSTABLE

112. ARUN KUMAR  
CONSTABLE

113. LATE DEVENDRA SINGH (POSTHUMOUSLY)  
CONSTABLE

114. LATE ADIL ABBAS (POSTHUMOUSLY)  
HEAD CONSTABLE

115. VIVEK RAWAT  
ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

116. JAGJEET SINGH  
CONSTABLE

117. RAMDHN GUJAR  
CONSTABLE

**BORDER SECURITY FORCE**
118. VIJAY KUMAR
CONSTABLE

119. KRISHNA KUMAR SHARMA
ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

120. RAM NARAYAN SINGH
SUB INSPECTOR

CENTRAL RESERVE POLICE FORCE

121. BARUN CHANDRA MANDAL
HEAD CONSTABLE

122. SURENDER KUMAR
CONSTABLE

123. PRATAP SINGH
CONSTABLE

124. LATE H.S. KUSHWAH
CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

125. LATE NEKPAL
CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

126. AJENDRA SINGH
ASSISTANT SUB INSPECTOR

127. MOHAMMAD ASIF
CONSTABLE

128. LATE SUNIL RAM
CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)

129. LATE JIGNESH PATEL
CONSTABLE (POSTHUMOUSLY)
130. KAMAL KISHORE
   ASSISTANT COMMANDANT

131. HANS RAJ SINGH MEENA
   SUB INSPECTOR

132. ANIL KUMAR
   CONSTABLE

133. MITHILESH PAL
   CONSTABLE

134. LATE MADAN LAL AAKHEY
    (POSTHUMOUSLY)
   CONSTABLE

135. LATE AMITAVA MISHRA
    (POSTHUMOUSLY)
   CONSTABLE

136. LATE DIGANTA BAYAN
    (POSTHUMOUSLY)
   CONSTABLE

137. LATE DILIP KUMAR
    (POSTHUMOUSLY)
   CONSTABLE

138. P K SETHI
    SUB INSPECTOR

139. JAYANT TALUKDAR
    CONSTABLE

140. SACHIN KUMAR
    CONSTABLE

141. SATYAM KUMAR
    CONSTABLE

142. LATE MD NEHAL ALAM
    (POSTHUMOUSLY)
   ASSISTANT COMMANDANT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>156.</td>
<td>DEVENDRA SINGH KASWA</td>
<td>Deputy Commandant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157.</td>
<td>RAJENDRA PRASAD RAIGAR</td>
<td>Assistant Commandant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>158.</td>
<td>KUMAR BRAJESH</td>
<td>Assistant Commandant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159.</td>
<td>AZAD SINGH</td>
<td>Inspector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160.</td>
<td>SUVA LAL KOKE</td>
<td>Head Constable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161.</td>
<td>CHELLATHURAI MURUGAN</td>
<td>Constable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162.</td>
<td>RAJA IMBA KUMAR</td>
<td>Constable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163.</td>
<td>DULA RAM</td>
<td>Constable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164.</td>
<td>SANDIP GHOSH</td>
<td>Constable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165.</td>
<td>HARINANDAN GURURANI</td>
<td>Constable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>166.</td>
<td>SATISH KUMAR</td>
<td>Constable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167.</td>
<td>DINESH SHARMA</td>
<td>Inspector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INDO -TIBETAN BORDER POLICE**
168. MOHARDHWAJ  
HEAD CONSTABLE

169  RAVINDRA SINGH  
CONSTABLE

170. BHOOPENDRA SINGH  
CONSTABLE

******  
*****  
****  
***  
*